Severe sepsis/septic shock continues to present a dismally poor prognosis in hospital intensive care units, resulting in the deaths of 300,000–500,000 North Americans each year (1). A central contributor to mortality in Gram-negative sepsis is LPS (or endotoxin) (2, 3). Bacterial shedding of LPS into the blood results in inappropriate activation of neutrophils that, regardless of the initial source of infection, become lodged in the capillaries of the lungs and sinusoids of the liver (4). Although antimicrobial treatments have been developed to help combat severe sepsis, they do not increase shedding of LPS into the circulation leading to enhanced inflammation (5, 6). The systemic inflammatory response and multiple organ dysfunction associated with severe sepsis and septic shock continue to elude effective therapies, and mortality rates remain near 50% (7). Thus, understanding the molecular mechanisms of neutrophil sequestration in vital organs such as the liver may help identify novel therapeutic targets to generate new and more effective treatments for septic patients.

Adhesion molecules known to be important for neutrophil recruitment in many other organs are not involved in recruitment of neutrophils into the sinusoids of the liver. The prevailing view is that neutrophils become physically trapped in inflamed liver sinusoids. In this study, we used a biopanning approach to identify hyaluronan (HA) as disproportionately expressed in the liver versus other organs under both basal and inflammatory conditions. Spinning disk intravital microscopy revealed that constitutive HA expression was restricted to liver sinusoids. Blocking CD44–HA interactions reduced neutrophil adhesion in the sinusoids of endotoxemic mice, with no effect on rolling or adhesion in postsinusoidal venules. Neutrophil but not endothelial CD44 was required for adhesion in sinusoids, yet neutrophil CD44 avidity for HA did not increase significantly in endotoxemia. Instead, activation of CD44–HA engagement via qualitative modification of HA was demonstrated by a dramatic induction of serum-derived HA-associated protein in sinusoids in response to lipopolysaccharide (LPS). LPS-induced hepatic injury was significantly reduced by blocking CD44–HA interactions. Administration of an anti-CD44 antibody 4 hours after LPS rapidly detached adherent neutrophils in sinusoids and improved sinusoidal perfusion in endotoxemic mice, revealing CD44 as a potential therapeutic target in systemic inflammatory responses involving the liver.

Interaction of CD44 and hyaluronan is the dominant mechanism for neutrophil sequestration in inflamed liver sinusoids
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firm adhesion (11). The liver presents an apparent exception to this classical paradigm of neutrophil recruitment in three fundamental ways: (a) in addition to the postsinusoidal venules, neutrophils also adhere to the endothelium of capillaries called sinusoids; (b) within the sinusoids, neutrophils appear not to roll for a significant distance, but rather tether and immediately adhere; and (c) the adhesion of neutrophils within the sinusoids was shown to be completely independent of selectins (12, 13). The fact that selectins were not involved in the process of neutrophil recruitment in liver sinusoids led us and others to propose that neutrophils may be sequestered by physical means because of the narrow diameter and low shear forces in these vessels (14–16). Although this is certainly a plausible mechanism, it remains a default position and is almost impossible to prove directly. However, the identification of a molecule that supports adhesion of neutrophils in the sinusoids would minimize physical trapping as a dominant pathway of neutrophil sequestration in these vessels.

There are numerous molecules that may potentially mediate the selectin-independent tethering and adhesion of neutrophils in the liver sinusoids during endotoxemia. First, α4 integrin supports both rolling and adhesion, but primarily of mononuclear cells under normal conditions (17, 18). However, α4 integrin has been shown to mediate neutrophil adhesion to vascular cell adhesion molecule (VCAM)-1 under flow conditions in vitro using blood from septic patients, but not from healthy donors (19). B, integrin (CD18) is mostly thought to mediate firm adhesion rather than tethering and rolling, yet at lower shear rates (50% reduction) neutrophils can tether, roll, and adhere via CD18 in vivo (20). VAP-1, CD44, CD43, and FcγRIII have all been reported to support leukocyte–endothelial interactions under flow conditions, not to mention other as yet undiscovered adhesive mechanisms (21–24). Finally, it is possible that multiple molecules collaborate, perhaps in an overlapping manner with selectin and integrin functions, to sequester neutrophils in liver sinusoids.

In this study, using a novel biopanning screen for expression levels of known endothelial adhesion molecules, hyaluronan (HA), an important ligand for CD44, was identified as a potential candidate for adhesion because of its selective abundance in the liver sinusoids of both control and endotoxemic mice. Although CD44 has been implicated as a leukocyte adhesion molecule in other organs, its function always overlapped with the classical adhesion molecules (selectins and/or integrins) (25, 26). Herein, we report the unique observation that neutrophil CD44 alone was necessary and sufficient for reversible neutrophil adhesion to HA within liver sinusoids in vivo, and that disruption of CD44–HA interactions reduced liver pathophysiology and damage in response to bacterial endotoxin. The prevailing view to date is that CD44 on endothelium presents HA to activated leukocyte CD44 to induce rolling and/or adhesion. Our evidence suggests that LPS does not induce any significant increase in the avidity of neutrophil CD44 for HA. Alternatively, it has recently been shown that structural modification of endothelial HA via binding of serum-derived HA-associated protein (SHAP) potentiates adhesion to leukocyte CD44 (27). Indeed, increased SHAP expression on HA-bearing sinusoids was detected in endotoxemic mice, indicating that modification of HA had occurred. CD44-dependent adhesion was reversible and not replaced by other adhesive mechanisms or physical trapping, suggesting a key role for molecular adhesion in liver sinusoids.

RESULTS

HA is highly expressed within liver sinusoids

Neutrophil recruitment into the liver sinusoids occurs within 30–60 min after LPS administration (unpublished data), suggesting the possibility that a constitutively expressed adhesion molecule may mediate neutrophil adhesion in these vessels. A biopanning approach using a modified dual-radiolabeled antibody technique was used to examine the expression of numerous adhesion molecules in all major organs. In brief, 125I-labeled antibodies against the adhesion molecule of interest, or HA-binding protein (HABP), were coinjected with 131I-labeled nonbinding isotype control antibodies into either untreated or LPS-treated animals, and the organ–specific expression of the adhesion molecule of interest was determined by measuring 125I levels and subtracting nonspecific binding (131I levels). In addition to corrections for the weight of tissues, selected values were also normalized for organ-specific vascular surface areas from published data in the literature (28). We found that neither VCAM-1, E-selectin, nor P-selectin was expressed under basal conditions in liver vasculature (Fig. 1, B–D). In contrast, HA was expressed in extremely high concentrations in liver but not other organs under basal conditions (Fig. 1 A). The addition of LPS increased VCAM-1, E-selectin, and in particular P-selectin expression in the liver, consistent with the importance of these molecules in postsinusoidal venules during inflammation (Fig. 1, B–D) (13). Vascular HA expression levels remained unchanged in most organs including the liver between untreated and endotoxemic mice (Fig. 1 A). Although the liver has a fenestrated endothelium, a control protein (131I-labeled nonbinding antibody) did not accumulate to the same degree as HABP. Thus, the results cannot reflect nonspecific accumulation of HABP in the liver. Additionally, comparison of vascular HA expression between various organs revealed relatively large amounts of HA in the hepatic vasculature versus other organs. Normalization of HA expression levels from the lung, liver, and heart to values of endothelial surface area demonstrated that vascular HA expression per unit surface area was more than two orders of magnitude higher in the liver versus the lung or heart (Fig. 1 E).

Spinning disk confocal microscopy was used to investigate the location of HA expression within the liver microvasculature. Fig. 2 (A and B) displays the liver architecture of sinusoids and postsinusoidal venules (arrows and arrowheads, respectively), and demonstrates that the amount of autofluorescence produced by the liver is low before the addition of any fluorophore. Treatment with Alexa Fluor 488 HABP to
both the number of rolling (Fig. 3 A) and adherent (Fig. 3 B) cells per 100 μm in the postsinusoidal venules increased significantly after 4 h of LPS. Within the sinusoids of LPS-treated mice, adhesion was 14-fold greater than in untreated mice (Fig. 3 C). No rolling was observed in the sinusoids under control or inflamed conditions. To ensure that all rolling and adhering cells were neutrophils, circulating neutrophils were depleted with high concentrations of anti-Gr-1 antibody, and all leukocyte–endothelial interactions were eliminated (Fig. 3, A–D). Furthermore, PE-conjugated anti-Gr-1 antibody (which did not cause neutropenia when used at low concentrations) further confirmed that all leukocyte–endothelial interactions occurred in the hepatic vasculature (Fig. 3).

Figure 1. HA is disproportionately expressed in the liver versus other tissues. A modified dual-radio labeling technique was used to determine the expression of HA (A), VCAM-1 (B), P-selectin (C), and E-selectin (D) on the endothelium of various tissues in both untreated mice and mice treated for 4 h with an i.v. injection of LPS. (E) Values for HA expression in the lungs, livers, and hearts of untreated and LPS-treated animals were normalized to published values of vascular surface area for these organs to compare standardized expression levels between organs. All data are expressed as the arithmetic mean ± SEM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>Untreated</th>
<th>LPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>904 ± 195</td>
<td>788 ± 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 From reference 28.
2 Calculated by dividing values for radioactive HABP binding for each organ (% injected dose/μg) by the values for endothelial surface area (cm²/μg) noted in the table.

HA mediates systemic LPS-induced neutrophil recruitment into sinusoids, but not postsinusoidal venules

Preliminary experiments were conducted to establish that ~25 μg LPS per mouse induced an optimal neutrophil recruitment response in WT animals. This rather low concentration of LPS induced abundant neutrophil adhesion in the liver microvasculature without causing mortality or a dramatic decrease in perfusion. Intravital microscopy was used to show that in the absence of LPS, minimal leukocyte–endothelial interactions occurred in the hepatic vasculature (Fig. 3). Both the number of rolling (Fig. 3 A) and adherent (Fig. 3 B) cells per 100 μm in the postsinusoidal venules increased significantly after 4 h of LPS. Within the sinusoids of LPS-treated mice, adhesion was 14-fold greater than in untreated mice (Fig. 3 C). No rolling was observed in the sinusoids under control or inflamed conditions. To ensure that all rolling and adhering cells were neutrophils, circulating neutrophils were depleted with high concentrations of anti-Gr-1 antibody, and all leukocyte–endothelial interactions were eliminated (Fig. 3, A–D). Furthermore, PE-conjugated anti-Gr-1 antibody (which did not cause neutropenia when used at low concentrations) further confirmed that all leukocyte–endothelial interactions occurred in the hepatic vasculature (Fig. 3).

Figure 2. HA is expressed in the sinusoids, but not in the postsinusoidal venules, of the liver. The location of HA expression within the liver microvasculature was determined via fluorescence intravital microscopy of the liver using a spinning disk confocal microscope. Mice were left untreated or treated for 4 h with i.v. LPS. (A and B) The liver architecture shown by autofluorescence before the addition of any fluorophores. HA localization was observed by administration of Alexa Fluor 488-labeled HABP in untreated (C) or LPS-treated (D) mice. PE-labeled anti-Gr-1 antibody was also used to examine neutrophil presence in the liver (E and F). Squares represent areas enlarged in inlay (C–F). Arrows and arrowheads denote the location of the sinusoids and postsinusoidal venules, respectively. Bars, 100 μm. Images are representative of at least three experiments.
stained liver sections also revealed a significant decrease in neutrophil infiltrates into the livers of LPS-treated WT mice that received HNase (Fig. 3 D), indicating that HA is an active participant in the sequestration of neutrophils within the inflamed liver.

CD44, not receptor for HA-mediated motility (RHAMM), is the receptor for HA that mediates leukocyte adhesion in the hepatic sinusoids

The adhesive role of HA within the sinusoids presented the possibility that HA-binding receptors including CD44 or RHAMM contribute to neutrophil sequestration in these vessels. There was absolutely no reduction in rolling or adhesion in the postsinusoidal venules of CD44−/− mice or WT mice that received anti–CD44 mAb (Fig. 4, A and B). In stark contrast, a significant 70% decrease in adhesion concentrations) confirmed that all leukocytes adhering in the liver after LPS treatment were Gr-1+ neutrophils (Fig. 2 F).

Figure 3. HA mediates neutrophil adhesion in hepatic sinusoids in response to systemic endotoxemia. Untreated WT mice (white bar) and mice treated with LPS i.v. for 4 h (black bar) were compared with WT mice treated i.v. with HNase 2 h before i.v. LPS. One group of WT mice received a neutrophil-depleting concentration of anti–Gr-1 antibody 24 h before LPS treatment. Intravital microscopy was used to measure the (A) number of rolling leukocytes and (B) the number of adherent leukocytes per 100 μm in postsinusoidal venules, and (C) the number of adherent leukocytes per field of view in sinusoidal capillaries. (D) Leder-stained histological sections of livers from untreated and LPS-treated mice were examined by light microscopy, and positively stained neutrophils were counted per hpf (×400) of view. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean ± SEM of at least five animals per group. *, P < 0.05 relative to untreated controls; #, P < 0.05 relative to LPS-treated WT animals.

Figure 4. CD44, but not RHAMM, mediates neutrophil adhesion to HA in sinusoids, but not postsinusoidal venules. The numbers of (A) rolling and (B) adherent neutrophils were counted per 100 μm in postsinusoidal venules, and (C) the number of adherent leukocytes in sinusoidal capillaries was determined by intravital microscopy. (D) Leder-stained liver sections were viewed by standard light microscopy, and positively stained neutrophils were counted per hpf (×400) of view. For all parameters, LPS-treated WT (wt, black bar), LPS-treated CD44 knockout (CD44−/−), LPS-treated WT mice injected with anti-CD44 mAb (anti-CD44 mAb), and LPS-treated WT mice receiving anti-RHAMM mAb were compared with untreated WT mice (wt, white bar). Data are presented as arithmetic mean ± SEM of at least five animals per group. *, P < 0.05 relative to untreated controls; #, P < 0.05 relative to LPS-treated WT animals.
within the sinusoids was observed in CD44−/− mice and animals treated with anti-CD44 mAb (Fig. 4 C). Leder-stained liver sections from CD44−/− mice treated with LPS showed a significant decrease in esterase+ neutrophils within the liver parenchyma when compared with WT mice treated with LPS (Fig. 4 D). Injection of anti-CD44 mAb 30 min before LPS had the same effect as the CD44 gene knockout (Fig. 4) and the HNase treatment (Fig. 3) for all parameters measured. Because of its role in inflammatory cell recruitment in other tissues, and its redundant function with CD44 in certain contexts (29, 30), we investigated the contribution of RHAMM to neutrophil trafficking in the liver. In LPS-treated mice, the administration of an anti-RHAMM mAb (clone R36) had absolutely no effect on liver. In LPS-treated mice, the administration of an anti-RHAMM mAb (clone R36) had absolutely no effect on any of the aforementioned neutrophil parameters (Fig. 4).

Likewise, vascular adhesion protein (VAP)-1, which mediates Th2 cell adhesion in the sinusoids during Con A–induced hepatitis (24), was found to play no role in neutrophil adhesion in either the sinusoids or postsinusoidal venules in LPS-treated mice (unpublished data). Furthermore, neither anti-RHAMM nor anti–VAP-1 antibody had any additional effect on neutrophil adhesion within the liver vasculature of LPS-treated CD44−/− mice compared with control animals receiving no antibodies (Fig. S1, available at http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20071765/DC1).

Neutrophil, not endothelial, CD44 is important for adhesion in sinusoids

The contribution of endothelial and neutrophil CD44 to sinusoidal neutrophil adhesion after LPS treatment was investigated using BM chimeric mice. BM chimeras were generated by transplanting BM from CD44−/− donors into WT recipients such that CD44 was present on endothelium but not leukocytes, and from WT donors into CD44−/− mice such that leukocytes and not endothelium expressed CD44. Chimeras of WT donor BM into WT recipients were generated as controls. Chimerism had no effect on neutrophil rolling (unpublished data) or adhesion in postsinusoidal venules during endotoxemia (Fig. 5 A). Neutrophil adhesion in the liver sinusoids was unchanged by the absence of endothelial CD44 after LPS administration compared with LPS-treated controls (WT animals that received WT BM) (Fig. 5 B). Conversely, neutrophil adhesion in the sinusoids was significantly reduced in mice with CD44−/− leukocytes compared with controls with WT leukocytes (Fig. 5 B), indicating that neutrophil but not endothelial CD44 is required for adhesion in the sinusoids.

Spinning disk confocal intravital microscopy was used to investigate HA localization in the liver sinusoids in the absence of endothelial CD44. The liver architecture before administration of any fluorophores demonstrated little autofluorescence (Fig. 5 C). Using Alexa Fluor 488–labeled HABP to identify HA in the liver sinusoids of LPS-treated CD44−/− animals, it was found that HA was present in ample quantities lining the endothelial surface despite the absence of endothelial CD44 (Fig. 5 D).

Modification of endothelial HA, but not neutrophil CD44, in response to LPS

To better understand the regulation of neutrophil adhesion in the liver sinusoids, we investigated whether stimulation of neutrophils was sufficient to induce binding of neutrophil CD44 to HA. Using flow cytometry, it was found that treatment of mouse neutrophils with LPS for 4 h was not sufficient to increase mean fluorescence intensity of fluorochrome–tagged HA (FL–HA) binding, whereas direct activation of neutrophil CD44 with a CD44–activating mAb (IRAWB14.4) (31) resulted in high FL–HA binding (Fig. 6 A). Although a small number of neutrophils were observed to have increased binding to FL–HA, neither untreated nor LPS–activated neutrophils rolled on or adhered to immobilized HA under flow conditions in an in vitro flow chamber assay, whereas neutrophils adhered abundantly to immobilized P-selectin (Fig. 6 B). Flow cytometric analysis of neutrophils recovered from LPS–treated mice demonstrated a slight population shift compared with neutrophils from untreated mice (Fig. 6 C), yet this shift did not result in a significant increase in mean fluorescence intensity (Fig. 6 D), nor
did these cells adhere to immobilized HA under flow conditions (unpublished data). Similarly, neutrophils stimulated with TNF-α, MIP-2, and plasma from LPS-treated mice failed to bind FL-HA, and also failed to roll or adhere to HA in an in vitro flow chamber assay (unpublished data). These data suggest that LPS activation of CD44-HA binding in the liver sinusoids was not likely the result of direct neutrophil CD44 activation by LPS.

Given that neutrophil CD44 activity as well as expression levels of HA in the sinusoids remained constant after LPS administration, we hypothesized that HA may undergo qualitative changes to initiate neutrophil adhesion. Recently, several groups reported that SHAP, composed of the heavy chains of inter-α trypsin inhibitor (IαI), binds to HA via an as yet unknown mechanism, resulting in increased avidity of HA for CD44 (27, 32). Fluorescently labeled antibodies against SHAP (IαI heavy chains 1 and 2) and spanning disk intravital microscopy revealed that SHAP was only weakly detectable in the sinusoids of untreated mice (Fig. 6 E). However, after LPS administration, an abundance of SHAP was observed lining the luminal surface of the sinusoidal endothelium (Fig. 6 F). Furthermore, the addition of an anti–Gr-1 antibody demonstrated the adhesion of neutrophils within the sinusoids of LPS-treated mice at sites where SHAP was present (Fig. 6, E and F).

**Attenuation of LPS-induced hepatic injury by diminishing sinusoidal neutrophil recruitment**

Fig. 7 shows a quantitative analysis of the pathophysiological dysfunction and hepatocellular injury induced by LPS as assessed by sinusoidal perfusion (Fig. 7 A) and serum alanine aminotransferase (ALT) levels (Fig. 7 B), respectively. Normally, >95% of sinusoids are perfused per field of view in our non-stimulated liver preparation. LPS treatment decreased the number of sinusoids that were perfused to 75–80% (Fig. 7 A). This was determined from recorded videos of intravital microscopy of the liver microvasculature (Video S1, available at http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20071765/DC1). LPS-treated CD44+/− mice, WT mice treated with anti–CD44 mAb, and WT mice receiving HNase all had significantly improved perfusion in sinusoidal capillaries (∼90% perfused). Perfusion of sinusoids was also improved in endotoxemic chimeric mice with CD44+/− neutrophils and WT endothelium, but not in chimeras with WT neutrophils and CD44+/− endothelium, consistent with the role of neutrophil but not endothelial CD44 in sinusoidal adhesion (unpublished data).

Methods used in all experiments were designed to avoid rapid mortality and allow the study of patent hepatic vasculature; therefore, only modest levels of LPS were used. Nevertheless, this treatment increased serum ALT levels significantly after 4 h (Fig. 7 B), albeit to a lesser degree than models that cause mortality and severe liver necrosis. However, in LPS-treated CD44+/− mice and WT mice that received anti–CD44 mAb, serum ALT levels were significantly lower than LPS-treated controls (Fig. 7 B). A very similar reduction in ALT levels was obtained from mice treated with HNase (Fig. 7 B).

**Two unique and independent neutrophil adhesion mechanisms exist within the liver microvasculature**

Fig. 8 A demonstrates that in postsinusoidal venules of LPS-treated mice, the number of rolling neutrophils was reduced by >95% when antibodies to both P- and E-selectin were administered. The lack of rolling cells resulted in fewer
Grins (Fig. 8 C). Endotoxemic CD44<sup>−/−</sup> mice that received both the anti-β<sub>2</sub> and anti-α<sub>4</sub> integrin antibodies had 3.1 ± 0.1 cells/field of view in the sinusoids in response to LPS, a significant reduction compared with WT mice (Fig. 8 C) but not different from CD44<sup>+/+</sup> mice receiving no antibodies (Fig. 4 C). Surprisingly, histological analysis of Leder-stained liver sections revealed that the number of neutrophils found in the parenchyma of LPS-treated WT mice was the same as LPS-treated WT mice that received the integrin-blocking antibodies (Fig. 8 D). These data demonstrate that the majority of neutrophils that migrate out of the vasculature do so from the sinusoids rather than postsinusoidal venules (because anti-integrin therapies did not impact the number of emigrated cells, whereas lack of CD44 did).

The addition of anti-α<sub>4</sub> and anti-β<sub>2</sub> integrin antibodies had no impact on sinusoidal perfusion (Fig. 8 E). Moreover, anti-E- and P-selectin therapy also failed to affect sinusoidal}

adherent cells in postsinusoidal vessels (Fig. 8 B). However, as reported previously, selectin inhibition had no effect on neutrophil adhesion in sinusoids (Fig. 8 C). Numerous studies have shown that adhesion of neutrophils to the endothelium of postsinusoidal venules is mediated by integrins, primarily the β<sub>2</sub> integrin CD18 with a varying degree of contribution from α<sub>4</sub> integrin (16, 33, 34). To test for any overlapping functions of CD44 and the integrins, antibodies were administered to both CD44<sup>−/−</sup> and WT mice to simultaneously inhibit β<sub>2</sub> (CD18) and α<sub>4</sub> (PS-2) integrins. Neutrophil rolling in postsinusoidal venules was not dependent on any of the individual integrins (unpublished data). Tandem inhibition of α<sub>4</sub> and β<sub>2</sub> integrins in WT or CD44<sup>−/−</sup> mice did not decrease rolling (Fig. 8 A). In WT mice, neutrophil adhesion in the postsinusoidal venules was decreased by ~25% with anti-β<sub>2</sub> integrin antibody, 52% with anti-α<sub>4</sub> integrin antibody (unpublished data), and >80% by dual administration of anti-β<sub>2</sub> and α<sub>4</sub> integrin antibodies (Fig. 8 B). Nearly identical inhibition was seen in CD44<sup>−/−</sup> mice given anti-β<sub>2</sub> and anti-α<sub>4</sub> integrin antibodies (Fig. 8 B).

Conversely, sinusoidal neutrophil adhesion in WT mice was found to be unaffected by inhibition of β<sub>2</sub> and α<sub>4</sub> inte-
Recruitment within the hepatic microvasculature is an exception to the classical recruitment paradigm in that neutrophils are sequestered not only in venules but also in sinusoidal capillaries. Moreover, accumulation of neutrophils in the sinusoids is independent of the selectins known to mediate capillaries. Moreover, accumulation of neutrophils in the sinusoids is largely reversible with an anti-CD44 mAb. Although numerous anti-adhesion strategies (e.g., E- and P-selectin blockade) have worked as pretreatments before the establishment of severe inflammation, these same anti-adhesion approaches were less successful as posttreatment therapies (37–39). Nevertheless, the anti-adhesive characteristics of anti-CD44 mAb in the liver sinusoids led us to investigate the feasibility of this approach as a posttreatment. 4 h after systemic LPS administration in WT mice, 20 μg anti-CD44 mAb was injected into the jugular veins of the mice. At 4 h after LPS, ~10–12 neutrophils could be detected in liver sinusoids (Fig. 9 A). Within 30 min of antibody injection, neutrophils began detaching from the sinusoidal endothelium (Fig. 9 A). This translated into a beneficial physiological outcome as the percentage of sinusoids that were perfused increased significantly after antibody injection (Fig. 9 B).

**DISCUSSION**

Recruitment within the hepatic microvasculature is an exception to the classical recruitment paradigm in that neutrophils are sequestered not only in venules but also in sinusoidal capillaries. Moreover, accumulation of neutrophils in the sinusoids is independent of the selectins known to mediate neutrophil recruitment in tissues such as muscle, mesentery, and skin (8–10, 13, 16). In fact, the prevailing view has been that disseminated release of inflammatory mediators during endotoxemia or sepsis causes increased rigidity of activated neutrophils, causing them to become mechanically lodged in prohibitively small sinusoids (40). In this study, we have demonstrated for the first time that CD44 and its principal ligand HA are intimately involved in the sequestration of neutrophils in the liver sinusoids. Although CD44 has previously been shown to mediate some lymphocyte and neutrophil adhesion, there was always overlapping contributions by other molecules including selectins and integrins, and the mechanism was never dependent exclusively on CD44 (25, 26, 41, 42). In fact, Nandi et al. (25) demonstrated a clear overlap between CD44 and α4 integrin antibody, which was manifested as a physical colocalization of the two molecules. However, our data in the liver suggested that CD44-mediated adhesion of neutrophils was independent of selectins, α4 and β2 integrins, as well as other receptors such as RHAMM and VAP-1, as none of these molecules supported sinusoidal neutrophil adhesion alone or as coadhesion receptors with CD44. Moreover, anti-CD44 antibody was sufficient to block and even reverse adhesion in liver sinusoids, suggesting exclusive adhesion via CD44 in those adherent neutrophils that detached. Much like the liver, extremely high numbers of neutrophils bind within capillary vessels of the lungs during sepsis and endotoxemia. However, in contrast to the liver, HA expression was modest within the lungs, and coincidentally neutrophils still homed to the lungs of CD44+/− animals (unpublished data). This indicates that CD44–HA interactions may be a liver-specific paradigm of neutrophil recruitment during systemic inflammation.

A general biopanning screen for adhesion molecule expression levels drew our attention to the known adhesion molecule HA as a potential contributor to molecular adhesion of neutrophils to sinusoidal endothelium during endotoxemia. Significant numbers of neutrophils adhered in the liver within...
30–60 min of i.v. LPS injection (unpublished data), suggesting that the candidate adhesion molecule might be present on the endothelium under basal conditions. This was certainly the case for HA, with levels under basal conditions being at least two orders of magnitude higher than in any other organ even after normalization for weight and vascular density. In addition, spinning disk confocal microscopy revealed selective spatial distribution of HA on endothelial cells of sinusoids but not postsinusoidal venules. This is in agreement with electron microscopy studies in both humans and rats that found HA selectively localized on the apical surface of the sinusoidal endothelium (43, 44). The constitutive attachment of HA to liver sinusoidal endothelium may be distinct from other vascular beds, as the liver functions as a scavenger of HA, continuously binding free HA in the circulation. Indeed, previous studies have reported that microvascular endothelium derived from other organs is not decorated with constitutive HA, and surface expression requires de novo synthesis during the inflammatory response (45).

Previous studies have reported that endothelial CD44 is required to present HA to leukocyte CD44 in a sandwich-like model (26, 41, 46). Unexpectedly, using chimeric mice lacking CD44 on endothelium, we found that endothelial CD44 did not contribute significantly to the binding of HA to liver sinusoidal endothelium. Furthermore, an abundance of HA was observed in the sinusoids of CD44−/− mice. Other endothelial HA-binding receptors have been identified, particularly in the liver. For example, HA receptor for endocytosis (HARE, also designated stabilin-2, FEEL-2), involved in the clearance of HA from the circulation by liver sinusoidal endothelial cells, allows for HA to continuously accumulate on the surface of sinusoids (47, 48). Therefore, HA is constitutively presented to CD44 on neutrophils circulating through the liver. Clearly, in the liver unlike other organs, endothelial CD44 may be dispensable due to the presence of HARE and possibly other unidentified HA receptors.

If HA is constitutively expressed on sinusoidal endothelium and CD44 is constitutively expressed on neutrophils, modification of either HA or CD44 is necessary for active binding in response to LPS. Although CD44 is constitutively expressed on circulating lymphocytes, neutrophils, and other leukocytes, it is normally present in an inactive conformation that does not bind to HA (49). Indeed, many mechanisms have been identified to increase affinity and/or avidity of leukocyte CD44 for HA. However, increased CD44 expression, receptor clustering, altered glycosylation, phosphorylation, and sulfation (50). However, most of these findings were derived from studies of lymphocytes and not neutrophils. We found that treatment of neutrophils with LPS, chemokines, TNF-α, plasma from LPS-treated mice, or freshly isolated neutrophils from endotoxemic mice was sufficient for CD18 activation and L-selectin shedding (unpublished data), but not sufficient to induce neutrophil CD44 to adhere to HA. Although a slight shift in the population of neutrophils binding to FL–HA was observed after treatment with LPS, this did not translate into cells adhering to immobilized HA under flow conditions. Thus, LPS-induced activation of neutrophil CD44 is not sufficient for neutrophil recruitment in the sinusoids.

Alternatively, there is new evidence that CD44–HA interactions can be regulated by qualitative changes in HA. For example, alterations of HA polymer length by enzymes or reactive oxygen species liberated during inflammation can modulate the binding of HA to CD44 (51). Additionally, covalent modifications of HA by multiple circulating factors such as SHAP (Iα1 heavy chains) and extracellular matrix components including versican/PG-M can alter HA matrix organization, leading to increased avidity for leukocyte CD44 (27, 52). Zhuo et al. (27) recently demonstrated that HA–SHAP complexes isolated from arthritic joints increase HA binding avidity for CD44. Interestingly, SHAP was not directly required for cell adhesion, suggesting that it may function to alter HA structure, resulting in increased avidity for CD44. Most relevant to our study was that HA–SHAP complexes were shown to increase lymphocyte binding under flow conditions in vitro at shear stresses <1 dyn/cm² (27), which is the physiological shear stress within sinusoids but not postcapillary venules. A striking increase in SHAP deposition on the luminal surface of the hepatic sinusoids only after LPS stimulation but not under basal conditions suggests that endothelial HA is biologically altered through interactions with proteins that may potentiate CD44–HA binding. This supports the hypothesis that LPS may activate CD44–HA engagement in the sinusoids by activating the formation of complexes between endothelial HA and modifying factors such as SHAP in a TLR4-dependent manner, thereby enhancing the avidity of HA for neutrophil CD44. Indeed, our preliminary data suggest that endothelial but not neutrophil TLR4 is necessary for neutrophil adhesion in the sinusoids (unpublished data).

The most clinically relevant finding reported in this study was the observation that sinusoidal neutrophil sequestration and impaired perfusion resulting from 4 h of endotoxemia was rapidly ameliorated by acute administration of an anti-CD44 mAb. Within 1 h of administration, antibody treatment effectively reversed the neutrophil adhesion in sinusoids and significantly improved perfusion through these conduits. Although it was thought that neutrophils that adhere firmly to substratum form a subjacent space that is impenetrable to proteins including proteases and antibodies, we now know that at least in the cremaster and brain vasculature, neutrophil adhesion is dynamic and includes some crawling under flow conditions in vivo (53), which renders the formation of an impenetrable subjacent space less likely.

The reasons for the disproportionate neutrophil sequestration in the liver and lung in response to bacterial endotoxin are not fully understood, but recent evidence suggests that neutrophils home to liver and lung capillaries during endotoxemia and sepsis as an antibacterial mechanism whereby neutrophils enhance the capture of bacteria from the circulation. Neutrophil arrest within the liver sinusoids allows for
the release of webs of DNA called neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) that ensnare blood-borne bacteria during sepsis (54). However, NETs are covered with bactericidal proteases that may inadvertently cause hepatotoxicity. We therefore hypothesize that neutrophil sequestration within liver sinusoids is a well-coordinated, programmed, innate immune survival mechanism during sepsis that occurs at the expense of damage to the liver. Thus, although blockade of CD44–HA interactions diminished neutrophil–mediated damage to the liver during endotoxemia, this treatment may also affect various aspects of the physiological antibacterial response in the liver. With the advent of antibiotics, tissue injury associated with this mechanism of bacterial trapping via NETs may be therapeutically preventable without increasing susceptibility of the host to infection. Our findings help further the understanding of neutrophil recruitment within the microvasculature of the liver, and suggest potentially useful approaches for the development of therapeutic strategies to combat pathological hepatic inflammation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals. Experiments were performed using CD44-deficient mice (55) or their respective WT strain (B6129) maintained in a pathogen-free facility at the University of Calgary Animal Resource Center. At the time of use, mice weighed between 20 and 35 g and were 6–10 wk old. All animals were anesthetized with a mixture of 200 mg/kg ketamine (Rogar/STB) and 10 mg/kg xylazine (MTC Pharmaceuticals) administered via an i.p. injection. Experimental animal protocols performed in this study were approved by the University of Calgary Animal Care Committee and met the guidelines of the Canadian Council for Animal Care.

Quantification of adhesion molecule expression. A biopanning screen of adhesion molecule expression levels within the vasculature of major organs of untreated mice, or mice treated for 4 h with an i.v. LPS injection, was performed using a modified dual-radioisobased antibody technique (56, 57). HA expression was measured using an HABP (Seikagaku) and a nonbinding control protein (nonbinding rat IgG1 antibody control; BD Biosciences). In addition, P-selectin, E-selectin, and VCAM-1 expression were also measured. The HABP and anti-adhesion molecule antibodies were labeled with 131I, whereas the isotope control antibodies were labeled with 131I using the iodogen method (56, 57).

Animals were injected with a mixture of 10 μg of 125I-labeled P-selectin (RB4.6.34; BD Biosciences) and a variable dose of 131I-labeled nonbinding antibody (BD Biosciences) calculated to attain 400,000–600,000 cpm (to a total volume of 200 μl). The same approach was taken in separate animals to measure E-selectin (9A9; provided by B.A. Woltzky, Hoffmann-La Roche, Nutley, NJ), VCAM-1 (M1.1.9; Bayer Laboratories), or HA expression. The labeled HABP and/or antibodies circulated for 5 min, at which point the animals received a heparin bolus (40 U) and were rapidly exsanguinated via the tail vein into female-irradiated recipient mice. Transplanted mice remained in germ-free microisolator cages for 8 wk to allow full hematological reconstitution. Previous studies using this method have confirmed that 99% of circulating cells were from donor marrow, as shown using Thy-1.1 and Thy-1.2 congenic C57B6 mice. Furthermore, in these sex-mismatched transplants, chimerism was confirmed by analyzing leukocytes with fluorescent in situ hybridization for chromosome Y using a star-FISH chromosome painting kit (Cambio). A control transplant between male donor B6129 and female recipient B6129 was used to ensure that no untoward effects of transplantation occurred.

Intravital microscopy in the mouse liver. The procedure for intravital microscopy of the mouse liver was performed as outlined previously (13, 59). After general anesthesia, the right jugular vein was cannulated for administration of additional anesthetic and for injection of antibodies in some experiments. Throughout all procedures the body temperature was maintained at 37°C using heat lamps.

Rolling leukocytes were defined as white blood cells with a slower velocity than the erythrocytes and a detectable rolling motion. Rolling flux was measured as the number of rolling cells per minute, and the velocity of rolling cells was calculated from the time taken to traverse 100 μm. Leukocytes that remained stationary on the venular or sinusoidal endothelium for 30 s or longer were considered adherent cells. Adherent cells were counted per 100 μm in postsinusoidal venules, or per field of view in sinusoids. Percent perfusion of sinusoids was determined by dividing the number of perfused sinusoids by the total number of sinusoids per field of view.

Detection of HA and SHAP by spinning disk confocal microscopy. In some experiments, at the end of a control period or 4 h after LPS treatment, a fluorescently labeled (Alexa Fluor 488 Protein Labeling kit; Invitrogen) HABP (EMD) was injected i.v. to detect localization of HA in the liver microvasculature. In separate experiments, control and LPS-treated mice received fluorescently labeled (Alexa Fluor 488 Protein Labeling kit; Invitrogen) antibodies against SHAP (anti-Id over 表面 chains 1 and 2 mAbs; Santa Cruz Biochemicals), the SHAP, known to increase adhesiveness of HA. Localization of SHAP in the liver was used as a detector of HA modification. Mice also received a neutrophil-specific PE-labeled anti-Gr-1 antibody (clone RB6-8C5; BD Biosciences). Intravital microscopy was performed as described above, and the posterior surface of the liver was viewed with a spinning disk confocal microscope. Images were acquired with an upright microscope (BX51; Olympus) using a 10 or 20×/0.75 N.A. objective. The microscope was equipped with a confocal light path (WaveF; Quorum) based on a modified Yokogawa CSU-10 head (Yokogawa Electric Corporation). The liver and infiltrating neutrophils were imaged using either 488 or 561 nm laser excitation (Coherent), respectively, and visualized with the appropriate long pass filters (Semrock). Typical exposure times for 488 and 561 nm laser excitation were 990 and 617 ms, respectively. A 512 × 512 pixels back-thinned EMCCD camera (C9100-13; Hamamatsu) was used for fluorescence detection. Velocity Acquisition software (Improvision) was used to drive the confocal microscope.

Experimental protocol. For each experiment, mice received between 20 and 35 μg (1 mg/kg) purified LPS from Esherichia ohi 111B4 (EMD) in sterile saline administered i.v. 4 h before intravital microscopy. This concentration was sufficient low so that all animals survived general anesthesia, and perfusion in the liver vasculature remained such that leukocyte–endothelial
interactions occurred under flow conditions. In some experiments, mice were injected with either 20 μg of purified anti-mouse CD44 (clone KM81) mAb (Cedarlane), 20 μg of purified anti-mouse β2 integrin (CD18) antibody (GAME 46; BD Biosciences), 25 μg anti-αβ integrin (CD49) antibody (PS-2; provided by Merck), a cocktail of 30 μg anti-E-selectin (9A9) and 20 μg anti-P-selectin (RB40.34; BD Biosciences) antibodies, or 100 μg anti-RHAMM antibody (R36), each administered i.v. 30 min before LPS injection. One group received 150 μl of an anti–Gr-1 antibody (clone RB6-8C5; eBioscience) i.p. 24 h before LPS, a treatment previously shown to deplete 95% of neutrophils in mice (59). These concentrations of antibodies were all derived from previous dose response experiments in our laboratories that are published elsewhere (29, 33, 41, 60). In one set of experiments, 20 μg anti-CD44 mAb was administered via the jugular catheter 4 h after LPS. A final group of animals was injected i.p. with 20 U/μl HNase type-IV (Sigma-Aldrich), a procedure we previously determined to deplete HA from the vascular endothelium (61). The liver was then prepared for intravital microscopy, and leukocyte kinetics were investigated as described above.

Biochemical assessment of liver injury. Serum levels of ALT were detected in blood obtained via cardiac puncture as an indicator of hepatocellular injury. A commercially available diagnostic kit (Cedarlane) was used to quantify serum levels of ALT. Results are expressed as international units per milliliter of serum.

Histology. The left liver lobe was removed after intravital microscopy and placed in 10% neutral-buffered formalin (Sigma-Aldrich). The formalin-fixed tissue was then embedded in paraffin, cut in 4-μm sections, stained with a chloroacetate esterase (Leder) stain (Sigma-Aldrich), and viewed at a magnification of 400 with light microscopy. Positively stained neutrophils in the liver parenchyma were counted per hpf. The results are expressed as the mean number of cells over 20 fields of view.

Mouse neutrophil isolation for flow chamber and flow cytometry experiments. Mouse BM-derived neutrophils were isolated as described previously (41). After the mice were killed, the femurs and tibias were removed. The ends of the bones were resected, and 10 ml of cold PBS was perfused through the bone to collect the marrow. A discontinuous Percoll gradient was then used to isolate purified mouse neutrophils. Cells were resuspended in HBSS containing 10% mouse plasma at 1.0 × 10⁷ cells/ml. Using this technique, neutrophil populations are ≥95% pure and ≥98% viable (unpublished data).

In vitro flow chamber assay. The parallel-plate flow chamber assay for leukocyte recruitment to HA and P-selectin was used as described previously (26). In brief, rooster-comb HA (Sigma-Aldrich) or P-selectin (R&D Systems) was immobilized on a 35-mm cell culture dish (Corning). The plates were then blocked for 1 h at 37°C with 1% bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich). BM-isolated neutrophils (10⁷ cells/ml) were either left untreated or incubated at 37°C for 4 h with 100 ng/ml LPS. Cells were then perfused across the substrate at a constant shear rate of 0.2 dynes/cm² for 4 min before increasing shear to 1 dynes/cm² for 1 min. Neutrophil interactions were visualized using phase-contrast microscopy on an inverted microscope. Experiments were visualized and recorded with a digital video camera and monitor for playback analysis at a later time. Adherent cells are defined as those that remain stationary for ≥10 s.

Cell labeling for flow cytometric analysis. 10⁶ isolated neutrophils or heparanized whole blood from untreated mice (obtained via cardiac puncture) was either left untreated, incubated at 37°C for 4 h with 100 ng/ml LPS, or treated for 5 min with IRAWBI4.4 to induce CD44 activation (generated as described previously [62]). In addition, peripheral blood neutrophils from mice treated with LPS for 4 h were also examined. HA binding to BM-derived neutrophils and circulating neutrophils was then assessed using FL-HA (provided by P. Johnson, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada). In the case of the whole blood samples, red blood cells were lysed with OptiLyse B (Beckman Coulter). Cells were washed, resuspended in ice-cold PBS containing 1% FBS and 0.1% sodium azide, and read on a FACScan flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson) using CELLQuest Pro software (BD Biosciences).

Statistics. All data are presented as mean values ± SEM. A Student’s t test was used to determine the significance between population means. A Bonferroni correction was used for multiple comparisons. Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05.

Online supplemental material. Video S1 demonstrates hepatic sinusoidal perfusion under baseline conditions and after treatment with i.v. LPS as observed via intravital microscopy. Fig. S1 depicts intravital microscopy data obtained from WT or CD44−/− mice left untreated, treated with LPS alone, or in combination with anti-RHAMM or anti–VAP-1 antibodies. The online supplemental material is available at http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20071765/DC1.
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